The House of Lords
the differences which now emerge are of an entirely
distinct character. They are not differences of more or
less; they are questions which, by their decision, wholly
alter the class-structure of our society. Since the House
of Lords is a pivotal institution to the making of that
decision, it is not easy to imagine it giving way without
a passionate effort to retain its powers.
It may be said that, after all, it is wholly reasonable '
for the House of Lords to ask for an assurance that the
great changes for which the Labour Party asks are sup-
ported by the permanent will of the people. It has always
given way in the past so soon as the popular will has
shown itself determined; and to require a second general
election in proof of that determination can hardly, in view
of the magnitude of the issue, be regarded as excessive.
But the answer to this view is plain. The House of Lords
is not an impartial and objective body which takes an
independent and detached view of the public opinion it
encounters. Its composition makes it, and is intended to
make it, a fundamental part of the institutional strategy
of the Right. It is intended to see that, as Lord Balfour
once put it, in office or out of it, the Conservative Party
is permanently in power. Any dissolution compelled by
its action is always against one side. It appears, therefore,
as a penal dissolution; and a dissolution of that character
i$ bound to seem a violation of the Constitution to the
party against which it operates.
But this is to argue, it may be said, that the Labour
Party fears to secure a re-confirmation of its policy from
the people in whom, as a democratic party, it declares
itself to have confidence. This is a mechanical view that
has no substance behind it. A political party mainly
dependent upon the poor is bound to suspect an instru-
ment which lies so largely in the hands of its rich oppo-
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